
Thoughtful Skepticism

This Netflix series of stand-alone episodes takes technological advances to the extreme and begs 
viewers to answer an increasingly pressing question: are we acting on technology, or is it acting on 
us? As professed on the show's Twitter account, "Our job is to explain what's happening to you as 
best we can." 
PROMPT: Are we acting on technology and social media, or are they acting on us? How might these 
phenomenon continue to impact humanity and society?

“As web companies strive to tailor their services (including news and search results) to our 
personal tastes, there's a dangerous unintended consequence: We get trapped in a "filter bubble" 
and don't get exposed to information that could challenge or broaden our worldview. Eli Pariser 
argues powerfully that this will ultimately prove to be bad for us and bad for democracy.” 
PROMPT: How does Facebook impact an individual’s perspective and worldview? How does personalization 
impact equality and democracy?

“S-Town is a new podcast about a man named John who despises his Alabama town and decides 
to do something about it. He asks Brian Reed to investigate the son of a wealthy family who’s 
allegedly been bragging that he got away with murder. But then someone else ends up dead, and 
the search for the truth leads to a nasty feud, a hunt for hidden treasure, and an unearthing of the 
mysteries of one man’s life.” 
PROMPT: How can skepticism be a driving force for both action and inaction? How does John serve as an 
example for both these paths?

Despite the heavy regulations encasing our public education system, tech moguls have taken “a 
hands-on-role in every step of the education supply chain.” Although their influence continues to 
go grow, very few people are question or check this relationship. For more on this topic, read this. 
PROMPT: What role should technology play in public education? Should the influence of the tech industry be 
regulated?
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